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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTBI

3/4.4. 5 S I cAH GENERATORS

LIMITING CONOmON FOR OPERATION

3.4.5 fa'ch staae generator shall be OPERAHLE.

APPLICABIUTY: MQOES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

Nth.one or sore stean generators fnoparable, restore the inoperable generator(s)
to OPERABLE status prior to fncreasfng T „< above 200~F.

SQRVHLLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.5.0 Each staae generator shall he deeonstratad OPNASLE by performance of
the following augaentad inservfca insyectfon prograa and the requfmaants of
Speci ffcation 4.0.5.

4.4.5.1 Steaa Generator Sunnle Selec fon and Insaectfon - Each staaa generator
shall be oataraiaeca cuing snu~ oy se ecting and insyec fng at
least the afnfaa nueber of staaa generators syecf ffed fn Table 4.4-L

!4.4.5.2 Stage Generator Tub~mn1e Selectfon and Insaectfan - The ataaa
generator tuoe mnxaua s~ e sax', snsyecroon resu c ass> fcatfon and the
correspondfng action requfred shall be as.syecfffet fn Tables 4.4 2 ,t|'Ng Q,
The fnservfce fnsyectfon of'taae generator tubes shI;33 be pe@Pa e
frec{uencfes syecfffed fn Syecfffcatfon 4.4.5.3 axt the fnspectad tubes shall be
verfffed acceptable yer the acceptance crfterfa af SpecfRcatfon 4.4.5.4. The
tubes selected tor each fnsarvfca fnsyectfon sha31 fnclude at least 3 of 'the
total number of tubes fn a11 stem generators; the tubes selected for these
insyectfons shall be selected on a ream basis except:

Where eyerfence in sfallar plants Ath sfiflar star chea<stry
fndfcatas critfcal areas to be fnsyectad, then at least 50" of the
tubes fnsyected shall be fern these crftfcal areas;

b. The ftrst ~le ot tubes selected for each inservfce insyectfon
(subsume to the yreservfce fnsyectfon) of ~ staaa generator
sha11 include:.

2.

A11 nonylugged tubes that yrevfous1y had detectable ~11
yenetratfons (greater than 2{%),

Tubes in those areas Here experience has indicated potential
prob1~i An

4 When referring to a steam generator tube, the sleeve shall be
considered part of the tube if the tube has been repaired per
Specification 4.4.5.4.a. 12.

SHEN'ARRXS NIT 1



SURVEILLANCE REOUIREh S (Continued)

4.4.5.2 (Concinued)

tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 4.4.5.4a.8) shall
be performed an each selected tube. If any selected tube does
noc permit the passage of the eddy currenc probe for a tube
inspection, this shall be recorded and an ad5acenc tube shall be
selected and sub]ected to a tuba inspection.

Ci The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required by
Tables 4.4-2 ) during each inservice inspection may be sub-
jecce to a partial tube inspeccion provided:

1. The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes from
those areas af the tube sheec array vhere tubes vith
imperfections vera previously found, and

2. The inspections include those portions of the tubes vhere
imperfections vere previously found.

d. Each inspection shall include a sample of chase cubes expanded in
the preheater section of the steam generator. The first sample
sire, second sample sire and subsequent inspection shall follov
Table 4.4-2B.

e ~ In additi.on to the 3% sample, all tubes for vhich the alternate
plugging criteria (W) has been previously applied shall be

~c the tubeshaet red.
When applying the exceptions of4.4.5.2.a through 4.4.5.2.e, previous
defects or imperfections in the area covered by the sleeve pressure

boundary are not considered an area requiring reinspection.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of the
folloving three categories:

C-l

C-2

C-3

Less than 5t of the total tubes inspected are
degraded cubes and none of the inspected tubes
are defective ~

One or more tubes, but noc more than 1% of the
total tubes inspected are defective, or betveen
5% and 10% of the total tubes inspected are
degraded tubes.
More than 10% of the tocal tubes inspected are
degraced tubes or more than 1% of the inspected
tubas are defective.

Note: In all inspeccions, previously degraded tube t significant
(greater than 10%) further vali penecrations to be included in the abave
percentage calculations.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 4-14 Amendment Na.
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SURVEIIIANCE REOUI~ENTS (Conti.nued)

4.4.5.4

aR 5LKvE

hs used in this specification:
SLEE epcion to the dimensions, finish, or

contour of a tubepfzom that required by fabricati.on dravings or
specifications. Eddy-current testing indications belov 20i of
the nominal /vali thickness, if detectable, may be
considered as huperfections;

4,

tA0za.t

Rl'hQN&K's'ener

occurriag oa either inside or outside of a
OC. SL%ev S

alCuiO»J6 ~ 5&elf lF QElil6E f96 86EA K6$NPGb
0 g a'

or equal to 20% of the nominal vali thickness caused by
degradation;

5u't VG
LhmUIf
affecced or removed by degr cion.

L5
5. gagging means an imperfec n severity that it exceeds

~ lu i Unit. h tubgconeakaiag a defect is defecti I

QePAt BED,(g, ~~av UMrf
means the imperfection depth at

t
the tube shall removed from service aad is equal to 404 o

e vali thickness es not apply
to area 0 ~s ec re ioa belov the F» stance
provided the tube is aot degraded (i.~ ., no iadicatioas of
cracking) vithia the W distance ~

olZ 5tkEvG

contains a defect large enough to affect its structural integ-
rity ia the event of an Operating Basis Earthquake, a loss-of-
coolant accidenc, or a steai line or feedvacer line break as
specified ia Specification 4.4.5.3c., above;

vasfrom the point of entry (hot leg aide) c le
-b t orc aliases eOK%MK646@(~ TAC QS thSPKfib SttOQl.0 tQILMPE AE $01'e6 bF ~wsE;

ec on n
each tube ia each sceaa generaco performed by eddy current
te ques p or to se ce es lish a baseline condition of
the tubing. This inspeccioa shall be performed prior to i.nitiall 8%ER OPEBhTICN using the equipmeat and techniques expected to

I be used during subsequent iaservice inspections.

P>84 THE. Nw6ve. lp van Tug,p was s~ Ralph>gm
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Technical Specification 3/4.4.5
Page 3/4 4-16

Attachment "B", Insert at 4.4.5.4.a.6 g„„~g„~,~,'n +he s(eeue, press~w
is cLeQc.+

Plugging willbe re uired for all tubes that have been repaired by sleeving where
s eve'fe io is refer ~4/0 in w c e The

portion of the tube and sleeve for which indications ofwall degradation must be
evaluated is that portion constituting the pressure boundary. The pressure
boundary is defined as follows:

For a free span sleeve (both ends welded), the pressure boundary
consists of that portion between the upper and lower weld
centerlines.

ii. For a tubesheet area sleeve (lower end rolled), the pressure
boundary consists ofthat portion between the upper weld
centerline and the lower rolled joint centerline.

iii. For the tube, the pressure boundary consists of those portions of
the tube above (and below for transition zone sleeves) the sleeve
weld centerline.



SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMEÃfS (Continued'l

the .tubesheet or the top of the last hardroll, vhichever is
lover (further into the tubesheet), that has been conservatively
chosen to be 1.6 inches.

does not require the tube to be
raaoved froa service or repaired when the tube degradation
exceeds the plugging lisd.t so long as the degradation is in that.
portion of the tube from W to the bottosL of the tubesheet.
This definition does not apply to tubes vith degradation (i.e.,
indications cracking) in the F» distance.

12. ~)~paid refers to sleeving, as described in Combustion Engineering
Report CEN-630-P, Rev which is used to maintain a tube in service or
return a tube to service. This includes the removal ofplugs that were
installed as a corrective r preventative measure.

'
poS+-Veld gq~+ ~„QVne~+ y(<v- ~ /~++0'+

f/')iI,I,be per Ar~d, Iooy
I@3<II 4Q. 'I<'<s«el ~gt (p7 ) )~pppp+<.J

vapo~ <esS Ilq+<o~,
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SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.4

b.

4.4.5.5

a,

b.

0 lC
The steam generator shall be OPERABLE after completing
ehe corresponding actions (plugall tubes exceeding the plugging
1.&Lit and all tubes containing 'through-vali cracks) required by
Tables 4.4-2A ~B~

p+ C

dRRaPAikc
within l5 days folloving the costpletion of each inse c ection
of steaa generator tubes, the neaber of tubes plugge~ each stela
generator shall be reported to the Coauaission in a Special Report
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2;

N(uealhr su'cd')
The complete results of the steaa gene or
inspection shall be subattted to the Coaaission n a Special Report
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 vithin 12 manths follovtng the
ccnapletion of the inspection. S c 1 Report shall include:

Ala~~eVsSl. Nuaber ancl extent of tube

2. Location and percent of vali-thickness penetration for each
indication of an imperfection, and

3. Identification of tubes plugged dg REPNRED>

C ~ Results of steaa generator tube inspections vhich fall into Category
C-3 shall be reported in a Special Report pursuant to Specification
6.9.2 vithin 30 days and prior to reseaption of plant operation.
This report shall provide ~ description of investigations conducted
to detenaine cause of the tube degradation and corrective measures
taken to prevent recurrence.

The results of the inspection of W tubes shall be reported to the
Ceaission in a report, prior to the restart of the unit folloving
the inspection. This report shall include:

1. Identification of Pe tubes, and

2. Location and size of the degradation.

NRC appioval of this report is not required prior to restart.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 4-17 Amendment No. 31



1ST ShNPLE INSPECTION 2HD ShNPLE INSPECTION 3RD ShNPLE INSPECTION

h aininua of C-1

S Tubes per
S.C.

None

cC I-O'Aia.

Saaple Sire Result hction Required Result

N/h

hction Required

N/h

Result hction Required

N/h N/h

C-2 Plug jgefective tubes'-1
and inspect additional
2S tubes in this S.G.

None N/h H/h

C-2 Plugpgofective
tubes'nd

inspect additional
4S tubes in this S.G.

C-1

C-2 Plug ofoctivo
tubes'-3

Porfona action for C-3
result of first ssraplo

C-3 Perfora action for C-3 N/h
result of first aaaple

H/h

C-3 Inspect all tubes in
this S.G., plugge-
foctivo tubes'nd
inspect 2S tubes in
osch other S.C.

hll other
S.G.a are
C-1

Soae S.G.s
C-2 but no
additional
S.G.a are
C-3

Nono

Perfora action for
C-2 result of second
saaplo

N/h

N/h

N/h

H/h

Notification to NRC

pursuant to Speci-
fication 4.4.5.5.c.

hdditional
S.C. ia C-3

N/h

Inspect aU. tubes
each S.C. and plu ~ggyg
defective tubes
Notification to NRC

pursuant to Speci-
fication.4.4.5.5.c.

H/h

S jQ whe're n ia tho nua4or of steaa generators inspected during an inspection.

* Defective tubes which fan under the hlternate 'hko Plugging Criteria do not havo to be plugged

oR Kef~~p,



IABLE 4.4-2B

SlfjH GEHEQA10R lUBE lHSPEC IQI " 1UBE EXPANOEO IH PQEIIEATER REGlgH

2'AHPlE lHSPECTIN
lSY 55HPLE lNSPECTlN

g Sa«pie Sile Result Action Required

Ca] H/A

Result Action Required

H/A
A «inlaw of 5

of the tubes
expanded in
the preheater
sec Lion

C-2

C-3

factive tubes
and spect all other
expanded tubes ln Lhls
Staa«Generator

inspect all expanded
tubes ln this Ste (CRHhN.
Generator, plug

fact-

ivee Lubes and nspecL
all expanded tubes ln.
each other Stea«
Generator.

Hotlfication to NC pursuant
to SpeclflcaLlon 4+4o5o5oco

C-l

C-2

C-3

All other
S.G.s are
C-1

One or «ore
S.G.s C-2
but no addi-
tional S.G.s are
c-3

A4IILional S.G.
is C-3

oC K6fAK
Pl fectlve tubes

Perfor«action for
C-3 resulL ot I irst
sa«pie

Hone

oK Ree~N.
Pl e oct $6 tubes

ok
Plug 0 ve tubes.
Notification to gHC
pursuant to Specifica-
tion 4 4 5 5 c

5 „- 5g ~re n ls Lhe nueber of stea« generators inspected during an inspection.
"n



1ST SAMPLE INSPECTION

TABLETOP
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE SLEEVE INSPECTION

2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION

S le Sire

A minimum of 20% of
each type of
installed sleeve
per S.G. t1)

Result

C-1

C-2

Action Re ired

None

Plug tubes containing
defective sleeves and
inspect all remaining
installed sleeves in this
SAG.

Result

N/A

C-1

C-2

Action Re ired

N/A

None

Plug tubes containing defective sleeves

C-3 Perform action for C-3 result of firstsample

C-3 Inspect all installed
sleeves in this S.G.,
plug tubes containing
defective sleeves and
inspect 100% of the gac4

installed sleeves in
other S.G.

Special Report to NRC per
Specification 6.9.2

Other S.G. is
C-1

cg
Ot er S.G. is
C-2

&c~
t er S G. is

C-3

None,

Plug tubes containing defective sleeves

Inspect all installed sleeves in each S.G.and plug tubes containing defective sleeves
Special Report to NRC per Spec. 6.9.2

parate population for determination of sample expansion.e is consi ere a
(1) Each sleeve type

3/4 ~g Amendment No
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

b. 1 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,

c. 1 gp total reactor to-secondary leakage through all steam generators
and allons per day through any one steam generator,

0
d. 10 gpm I TIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System,

e.. 31 gpm CONTROLLED LEAKAGE at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of
2235 t 20 psig, and

f. The maximum allowable leakage of any Reactor Coolant System Pressure
Isolation Valve shall be as specified in Table 3.4-1 at a pressure
of 2235 a 20 psig."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a ~

b.

C.

With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 6 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours-

With any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any one of the
above limits', excluding PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE and leakage from
Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves, reduce the leakage
rate to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

With any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage
greater than the limit specified in Table 3.4-1, isolate the high
pressure portion of the affected system from the low pressure portion

'ithin4 hours by use of at least two closed manual or deactivated
automatic valves, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

"Test pressures less than 2235 psig but greater than 150 psig are allowed.
Observed leakage shall be adjusted by multiplying the observed leakage by the
square root of the quotient of 2235= divided by the'.test pressure.



l5o

The plaat is expected to be operated in a manner such that the secondary cool-
ant vill be maintained vithia chose chemistry Limits found to result in negli-
gible corrosion of the steam generator cubes. If the secondary coolant
chemistry is not maiatained vithin these Limits, Localixed corrosion may
Likely result ia stress corrosion crackiag. The extent of cracking during
plant operation vould be Limited by the Limitation of steam generator tube
leaks e beeveen the Reactor Coo System aad the Secondary Coolant System
reactor- to-secondary Leakage galloas per day per steam generator).

Cracks having a reactor-eo-sec leakage less than this Limit during
operacioa villhave an adequate margin of safety to vithstsad the loads
imposed during normal operation aad by postulated accide ts. Operating plants
have 'democstrated that reactor-to-secondary Leakage o gallons per day per
steam geaerator caa r y e cecte y r on tora of steam
generator blovdova. Leakage ia excess of this Limit viLL require plant
shutdova aad an unscheduled inspection, during, which the leaking tubes villbe
Located

col O
Wastage- are uaLQcely vith proper chemistry treatment of the
secondary coolant. Hovsver, evan if a defect should develop in service, it
v 11 be found duriag scheduled iaservice steam generator cube examinations.

OL uggiag vtLL be required for all tubes vith Qaperfeccions exceeding che
plugging Limit of 40% of the eub» nominaL vali thickness. This plugging Limit
does not apply to imperfectio'ns located belov the Fe region of any given tube.
The pe criterion caa be applied oaly if the tube geometry in the region
selected as the P distance falls vithia the analytical Limits of VChP-L2816.
Steam generator tube inspections of operatiag planta have demonstrated the
capability to reliably detect, degradatioa that has penetrated 20% of the
original tube vali thXckness.

Qhenever the results of «ay steam generator tubing inservice inspection fall
iato Category C-3, these results villbe reported to the Cocmaission ia a
Special Report pursuant to Specification 4.4.5.5.c viehin 30 days encl prior to
resumption'of plane operation. Such cases villbe considered by the
Coaaaission on a case by-case basis encl may result in a requirement for
analysis, Laboratory examinations, tests, additionaL eddy-current inspection,
and revision of the Technical Specifications, if necessary.

The RCS Leakage Detection Syscems required by this specification are provided
eo monitor and detece leakage froca ehe reactor coolanc pressure bounclary.
These Detection Systems are consistent vich the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.4$ ~ 'Reactor Coolaat Pressure Boundary Leakage Decdctioa Systems,'ay
1973.

PRESSURE MUHDhRY Ll9iRhCE of say magnitude is unaccapeable since it may be
indicative of an hapenclb~ gross failure of che pressure boundary. Therefore,
the presence of aay PRESSURE BOUHDhRY LlRKhCE requires the unit to be promptly
placed in COLD SHUTDOQH.

SHEhRON HhRRXS - UNIT L B 3/4 4-3 hmendmenc Ha. 31



~ ~ I'echnical
Specification B3/4.4.5

Page B 3/4 4-3

Attachment "C", Insert at B 3/4 4-3 r p PPSSu~ 40Qstfjri Elf
gC~ ~~d.<< A 0<

A sleeved tube must be plugged if o g Vt ii e e t is detected in the sleeve ttt tjtt0
equal or eater an 4 pere t o e no m eeje thipknps. '/he ptugyng limit~for e

sleev is rived om eg. G ide 1 21 alysi and'utilizes f10//alla(vaqEe fo/e(gy nt
un rtai an addit nald grada on o
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM(

BASiS

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE Continued

Industry experience has shown that while a limited amount of leakage is expected
from the RCS, the unidentified portion of this leakage can be reduced to a
threshold value of less than 1 gpm. This threihold value is sufficiently low
to ensure early detectfon of additional leakage.

The total steam generator tube leakage limit of 1 gpm for all steam generators
ensures that the dosage contribution from the tube leakage will be limited to a
small fraction af EO CFR Part L00 dose guideline values in the event of either
a staas generator tube rupture or stean 1<no break. Tba 1 gpa liait 1s ses-
tent with the assumptions used in- the analysis of these accidents. Th d
leakage limit per steam generator ensures that steam generator tube integrity
is maintained in the event of a main steam line rupture or under LOCA conditions.

The 10 gpm IDENTIFIEQ LEAKAGE limitation provides allowance for a limited amount
af leakage from known sources whose presence will not interfere with the detec-
tion of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE by the Leakage Detection Systems.

I"e CONTROLLED LEAKAGE limitation restricts operation when the total flow sup-
plied ta the reactar cao1ant pump seals exceeds 31 gpm with the modulating valve
in the supply line fully open at a nominal RCS pressure of 2235 psig. This
limitation ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the safety injection flow will
not be less than assumed in the safety analyses.

The maximum allowable leakage fram any RCS pressure isolation valve is suffi-
ciently law to ensure early detection of possible in-series check valve failure.It is apparent that when pressure isolation is provided by two in-series check
valves and when failure of one valve in the pair can go undetected for a sub-
stantial length of time, veriffcation of valve integrity fs required. Since
these valves are important fn preventing averpressurization and rupture of the
ECCS law pressure piping which cauld result in a LOCA that bypasses containment,
these valves should be tested periodically to ensure Iow probability of gross
failure.

The Surveillance Requfremants for RCS pressure fso8atfon valves provide added
assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of gross valve
failure and consequent fntersystem LOCA. Leakage froa the RCS pressure isola-
tfon valve is IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and will be considered as a portian of the
al lowed limit.
3/4.4.7 CHEMISTRY

The limitations on Reactor Coolant System chemistry ensure that corrosion of
the Reactor Coolant System is minimized and reduces the potential for Reactor
Coolant System leakage or fai1ure due to stress carrosian. Haintafnfng the
chemistry within the Steady-State Limits provides adequate carrosion protection
to ensure the structural integrity of the Reacto~ Coolant System over the life
of the plant. The associated effects of exceeding the oxygen, chloride, and
fluoride limits are tfme and temperature dependent. Corrosion studies show

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 8 3/4 4-4
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'REA TOR COOLANT SYST

3/4.4.5 STEAM GENERATORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5 Each steam generator shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one or more steam generators inoperable, restore the inoperable
generator(s) to OPERABLE status prior to increasing T„, above 200'F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.5.0 Each steam generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of
the following augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of
Specification 4.0.5.

4.4.5. 1 Steam Generator Sam le Selection and Ins ection - Each steam
generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by selecting and
inspecting at least the minimum number of steam generators specified in
Table 4.4-1.

4.4.5.2 Steam Generator Tube* Sam le Selection and Ins ection - The steam
generator tube minimum sample size. inspection result classification, and the
corresponding action required shall be as specified in Tables 4.4-2 A, B and
C. The inservice inspection of steam generator tubes shall be performed at
the frequencies specified in Specification 4.4.5.3 and the inspected tubes
shall be verified acceptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification
4.4.5.4. The tubes se')ected for each inservice inspection shall include at
least 3X of the total number of tubes in all steam generators; the tubes
selected for these inspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

Where experience in similar plants with similar water chemistry
indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at least 50K of the
tubes inspected shall be from these critical areas;

The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice inspection
(subsequent to the preservice inspection) of each steam generator
shall include:

l. All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall
penetrations (greater than 20K).

2. Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated
potential problems, and

* When referring to a steam generator tube, the sleeve shall be considered
part of the tube if the tube has been repaired per
Specification 4.4.5.4.a. 12.

SHEARON HARRIS - UNIT 1 3/4 4-13 Amendment No.
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, 'REA TOR COOLANT SYST

STEAM GENERATORS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.2 (Continued)

3. A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 4.4.5.4a.8)
shall be performed on each selected tube. If any selected
tube does not permit the passage of the eddy current probe
for a tube inspection, this shall be recorded and an
adjacent tube shall be selected and subjected to a tube
inspection.

c. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required by
Tables 4.4-2 A, B and C) during each inservice inspection may be
subjected to a partial tube inspection provided:

1. The tubes selected f'r these samples include the tubes from
those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes with
imperfections were previously found, and

2. The inspections include those portions of the tubes where
imperfections were previously found.

d. Each inspection shall include a sample of those tubes expanded in
the preheater section of the steam generator. The first sample
size, second sample size and subsequent inspection shall foliow

,
Table 4.4-2B.

C-3

e. In addition to the 3X sample, all tubes for which the alternate
plugging criteria (F*) has been previously applied shall be
inspected in the tubesheet region.

f. When applying the exceptions of 4.4.5.2.a through 4.4.5.2.e,
previous defects or imperfections in the area covered by the
sleeve pressure boundary are not considered an area requi ring
reinspection.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of the
following three categories:

~Cate or Ins ection Results

C-1 Less than 5K of the total tubes inspected
are degraded tubes and none of the
inspected tubes are defective.

C-2 One or more tubes, but not more than 1X of
the total tubes insDected are defective,
or between 5K and lOK of the total tubes
inspected are degraded tubes.

More than 10K of the total tubes inspected
are degraded tubes or more than lI of the
inspected tubes are defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes or sleeves must exhibit
significant (greater than 10') further wall penetrations to be
included in the above percentage calculations.
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'REA TOR COOLANT SYST

STEAN GENERATORS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.4 Acce tance Criteria

a. As used in this specification:

Im erfection means an exception to the dimensions, finish,
or con our of a tube or sleeve from that requi red by
fabrication drawings or specifications. Eddy-current
testing indications below 20K of the nominal tube or sleeve
wall thickness, if detectable, may be considered as
imperfections;

De radation means a service-induced cracking, wastage. wear,
or genera corrosion occurring on either inside or outside
of a tube or sleeve:

De raded Tube means a tube, including the sleeve if the tube
as een repai red, containing imperfections greater than or

equal to 20K of the nominal wall thickness caused by
degradation;

X De radation means the percentage of the tube or sleeve
wa ic ness affected or removed by degradation;

Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it
exceeels the plugging limit. A tube or sleeve containing a
defect is defective:

Plu in Limit means the imperfection depth at or beyond
w ic e u e shall be repaired, (i.e. sleeved) or removed
from service and is equal to 40X of the nominal tube wall
thickness. Plugging will be required for all tubes that
have been repai red by sleeving where degradation in the
sleeve pressure boundary is detected. The portion of the
tube and sleeve for which indications of wall degradation
must be evaluated is that portion constituting the pressure
boundary. The pressure boundary is defined as follows:

i. For a free span sleeve (both ends welded). the
ressure boundary consists of that portion
etween the upper and lower weld centerlines.

ii. For a tubesheet area sleeve (lower end rolled),
the pressure boundary consists of that portion
between the upper weld centerline and the lower
rolled joint centerline.

iii. For the tube, the pressure boundary consists of
those portions of i:he tube above (and below for
transition zone sleeves) the sleeve weld
centerline.

The plugging limit does not apply to the area of the
tubesheet region below the F* distance provided the tube is
not degraded (i.e., no indications of cracking) within the
F* distance.
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REAClOR COOLANT SYST

STEAN GENERATORS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.4 Acce tance Criteria (Continued)

10

12.

Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube or sleeve ifdf tl g ght ff
structural integrity in the event of an Operating Basis
Earthquake, a loss-of-coolant accident, or a steam line or
feedwater line break as specified in
Specification 4.4.5.3c., above;

Tube Ins ection means an inspection of the steam generator
u e rom e point of entry (hot leg side) completely

around the U-bend to the top support of the cold leg. For a
tube that has been repaired by sleeving, the tube inspection
should include the sleeved portion of the tube;

Preservice Ins ection means an inspection of'he full length
o eac u e in eac steam generator. including the sleeveif the tube has been repaired, performed by edify current
techniques prior to service to establish a baseline
condition of the tubing. This inspection shall be performed
rior to initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and
echniques expected to be used during subsequent inservice

inspections.

F* Distance is the distance into the tubesheet from the face
h t th td fth 1 th d 11. hth

is lower (further into the tubesheet) that has been
conservatively chosen to be 1.6 inches.

Alternate Tube Plu in Criteria does not require the tube
o e remove rom service or repaired when the tube

degradation exceeds the plugging limit so long as the
degradation is in that portion of the tube from F* to the
bottom of the tubesheet. This definition does not apply to
tubes with degradation (i.e., indications of cracking) in
the F* distance.

Tube Re air refers to sleeving. as described in Combustion
ngineering Report CEN-630-P, Rev. 01 which is used to

maintain a tube in service or return a tube to service.
This includes the removal of plugs that were installed as a
corrective or preventative measure. A post-weld heat
treatment during installation will be perf'ormed. 100K of
the weld zones will be visual test (VT) inspected upon
installation.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTE

STEAN GENERATORS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.4 Acce tance Criteria Continued

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after completing
the corresponding actions (plug or repair all tubes exceeding the
plugging limit and all tubes containing through-wall cracks)
require1 by Tables 4.4-2A, B and C.

4.4.5.5 ~Re orts

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice
inspection of steam generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged
or repaired in each steam generator shall be reported to the
Commission in a Special Report pursuant to Specification 6.9.2;

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube (including
sleeves) inservice inspection shall be submitted to the Commission
in a Special Report pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within
12 months following the completion of the inspection. This
Special Report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes and sleeves inspected,

2. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for each
indication of an imperfection, and

3. Identification of tubes plugged or repaired.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall into
Category C-3 shall be reported in a Special Report pursuant to
Specsfication 6.9.2 within 30 days and prior to resumption of
p1ant operation. This report shall provide a description of
investigations conducted to determine cause of the tube
degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent recurrence.

d. The results of the inspection of F* tubes shall be reported to the
Commission in a report, prior to the restart of the unit following
the inspection. This report shall include:

1. Identification of F* tubes. and

2. Location and size of the degradation.

NRC approval of this report is not required prior to restart.
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TABLE 4.4-2A

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION

2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION 3RD SAMPLE INSPECTION

Plug or repair .
defective tubes*
and inspect
additional 2S
tubes in this
S.G.

1ST SAMPLE INSPECTION

Sam le Size Result Action Re uired

A minimum of C-1 None

S Tubes per
S.G.

Result

N/A

C-1

C-2

Action Re uired

N/A

None

Plug or repair,
defective tubes*
and inspect
additional 4S
tubes in this S.G.

N/A

N/A

N/A

C-1

C-2

C-3

N/A

None

Plug or repair .defective tubes

Perform action for
C-3 result of first
sam le

Result Action Re uired

C-3
Perform action
for C-3 result
of first sam le

N/A N/A

C-3 Inspect all tubes
in this S.G..
plug or repair „
defective tubes*
and inspect 2S
tubes in each other
S.G.

Notification to
NRC pursuant to
Specification
4.4.5.5.c.

All other
S.G.s are
C-1

None N/A

Perform action for C-2 N/A
result of second sample

Some S.G.s
C-2 but no
additional
S.G.s are C-3

Additional S.G. Inspect all tubes in
is C-3 each S.G. and plug or „ N/A

repair defective tubes.*
Notification to NRC
ursuant to
ecification 4.4.5.5.c.

N/A

N/A

N/A

I — X where n ls the number of steam generators inspected during an lnspectlon.

* Defective tu es w it e ubes which fa l under the Alternate Tube Plugging Criteria do ot h



TABLE 4.4-2B

STEAN GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION - TUBE EXPANDED IN PREHEATER REGION

1ST SAMPLE INSPECTION

Sam le Size Result Action Re uired Result

2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION

Action Re uired

A minimum of S

of the tubes
expanded in the
preheater
section

C-1

C-2

None N/A

Plug or repair defective tubes C-1
and inspect all other expanded
tubes in this Steam Generator

C-3

N/A

N/A

Plug or repair
defective tubes

Perform action for
C-3 result of first
sam le

C-3 Inspect all expanded tubes
in this Steam Generator, plug
or repair defective tubes and
inspect all expanded tubes in
each other Steam Generator.

All other
S.G.s are C-1

None

One or more
S.G.s C-2 but Plug or repair
no additional defective tubes
S.G.s are C-3Notification to NRC pursuant

to Specification 4.4.5.5.c. Additional
S.G. is C-3

Plug or repair
defective tubes.
Notification to NRC
ursuant to
pecification

4.4.5.5.c.

<here n is the number of steam generators inspected during an inspection.
n



TABLE 4. 4-2C

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE SLEEVE INSPECTION

1 ST SAMPLE INSPECTION 2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION

Sam le Size

A minimum of 20K
of each type of
installed sleeve
per S.G. (1)

Result

C- 1

C-2

C-3

Action Re ui red

None

Plug tubes containing
defecti ve sleeves and
insgect a 1 l rema ini ng
instal led sleeves in
this S.G.

Inspect al 1 installed
sleeves in this S.G.,
plug tubes contai ni ng
defective sleeves and
inspect 100K of the
installed sleeves in
each other S. G.

Result

N/A

C- 1

C-2

C-3

Each other
S.G. is C-1

Action Re ui red

N/A

None

Plug tubes containing defecti ve
sleeves

Perform acti on for C-3 result
of'i

rst sam 1 e

None

Speci a 1 Report to NRC

per Specification
6 ~ 9 ~ 2

Each other
S.G. is C-2

Each other
S.G. is C-3

Plug tubes contai ni ng defecti ve
sleeves

Inspect al 1 instal 1 ed sleeves in
each S . G . and pl ug tubes
conta ini ng defective sleeves

Speci a 1 Report to NRC per Spec .

6. 9. 2

s leeve type is considered a separate popl uati on for determi nati on of sampl e expansi on .



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

b. 1 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.

c. 1 gpm total reactor-to-secondary leakage through all steam
generators and 150 gallons per day through any one steam
generator,

d. 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System,

e. 31 gpm CONTROLLED LEAKAGE at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of
2235 + 20 psig, and

The maximum allowable leakage of any Reactor Coolant System
Pressure Isolation Valve shyll be as specified in Table 3.4-1 at a
pressure of 2235 + 20 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

With any Reactor Coolant System leakaqe greater than any one of
the above limits. excluding PRESSURE BOUHDARY LEAKAGE and leakage
from Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves. reduce the
leakage rate to within limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

With any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage
greater than the limit specified in Table 3.4-1, isolate the high
pressure portion of the affected system from the low pressure
portion within 4 hours by use of at, least two closed manual or
deactivated automatic valves, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

*Test pressures less than 2235 psig but greater than 150 psig are allowed.
Observed leakage shall be adjusted by multiplying the observed leakage by the
square root of the quotient of 2235 divided by tAe test pressure.
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%E'ACTOR COOLANT SYSTE

BASES

STEAM GENERATORS Continued

The plant is expected to be operated in a manner such that the secondary
coolant will be maintained within those chemistry limits found to result. in
negligible corrosion of the steam generator tubes. If the secondary coolant
chemistry is not maintained within these limits, localized corrosion may
likely result in stress corrosion cracking. The extent of cracking during
lant operation would be limited by the limitation of steam generator tube
eakage between the Reactor Coolant System and the Secondary Coolant System

(reactor-to-secondary leakage = 150 gallons per day per steam generator ).
Cracks havina a reactor-to-secondary leakage less than this limit during
operation will have an adequate margin of safety to withstand the loads
imposed during normal operation and by postulated accidents. Operating plants
have demonstrated that reactor-to-secondary leakage of 150 gallons per day per
steam generator can readily be detected by radiation monitors of steam
generator blowdown. Leakage in excess of this limit will require plant
shutdown and an unscheduled inspection, during which the leaking tubes will be
located and repaired or plugged.

Wastage-type defects are unlikely with proper chemistry treatment of the
secondary coolant. However. even if a defect should develop in service, it
will be found during scheduled inser vice steam generator tube examinations.
Repair or plugging will be required for all tubes with imperfections exceeding
the plugging limit of 40K of the tube nominal wall thickness. This plugging
limit does not apply to imperfections located below the F* region of any given
tube. The F* criterion can be applied only if the tube geometry in the region
selected as the F~ distance falls within the analytical limits of WCAP-12816.
A sleeved tube must be plugged if degradation is detected in the sleeve
pressure boundary. Steam generator tube inspections of operating plants have
demonstrated the capability to reliably detect degradation that has penetrated
20K of the original tube wall thickness.

Whenever the results of any steam generator tubing inservice inspection fall
into Category C-3. these results will be reported to the Commission in a
Special Report pursuant to Specification 4.4.5.5.c within 30 days and prior to
resumption of plant operation. Such cases will be considered by the
Commission on a case-by-case basis and may result in a requirement for
analysis, laboratory examinations, tests. additional eddy-current inspection,
and revision of the Technical Specifications, if necessary.

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

3/4.4.6. 1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The RCS Leakage Detection Systems required by this specification are provided
to monitor and detect leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
These Detection Systems are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.45, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems,"
May 1973.

3/4.4.6.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude is unacceptable since it may be
indicative of an impending gross failure of the pressure boundary. Therefore,
the presence of any PRESSORE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE requires the unit to be promptly
placed in COLD SHUTDOWN.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTE

BASES

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE Continued

Industry experience has shown that while a limited amount of leakage is
expected from the RCS, the unidentified portion of this leakage can be reduced
to a threshold value of less than 1 gpm. This threshold value is sufficiently
low to ensure early detection of additional leakage.

The total steam generator tube leakage limit of 1 gpm for all steam generators
ensures that the dosage contribution from the tube leakage will be limited to
a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 dose guideline values in the event of
either a steam generator tube rupture or steam line break. The 1 gpm limit is
consistent with the assumptions used in the analysis of these accidents. The
150 gpd leakage limit per steam generator ensures that steam generator tube
integrity is maintained in the event of a main steam line rupture or under
LOCA conditions.

The 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE limitation provides allowance for a limited
amount of leakage from known sources whose presence will not interfere with
the detection ot UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE by the Leakage Detection Systems.

The CONTROLLED LEAKAGE limitation restricts operation when the total flow sup-
plied to the reactor coolant pump seals exceeds 31 gpm with the modulating
valve in the supply line fully open at a nominal RCS pressure of 2235 psig.
This limitation ensures that in the event of' LOCA, the safety injection flow
will not be less than assumed in the safety analyses.

The maximum allowable leakage from any RCS pressure isolation valve is
sufficiently low to ensure early detection of possible in-series check valve
failure. It is apparent that when pressure isolation is provided by two
in-series check va1ves and when failure of one valve in the pair can go
undetected for a substantial length of time, verification of valve integrity
is required. Since these valves are important in preventing
overpressurization and rupture of the ECCS low pressure pipsng which could
result in a LOCA that bypasses containment, these valves should be tested
periodically to ensure low probability of gross fai lure.

The Surveillance Requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves provide added
assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of gross valve
failure and consequent 1ntersystem LOCA. Leakage from the RCS pressure
isolation valve is IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and will be considered as a portion of
the allowed limit.
3/4.4.7 CHEMISTRY

The limitations on Reactor Coolant System chemistry ensure that corrosion of
the Reactor Coolant System is minimized and reduces the potential for Reactor
Coolant System leakage or failure due to stress corrosion. Maintaining the
chemistry within the Steady-State Limits provides adequate corrosion
rotection to ensure the structural integrity of the Reactor Coolant
ystem over the life of the plant. The associated effects of

exceeding the oxygen, chloride, and fluoride limits are time and
temperature dependent. Corrosion studies show
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